Abstract Cybercriminals have been using the Internet to accomplish illegitimate activities and to execute catastrophic attacks. Computer-Mediated Communication such as online chat provides an anonymous channel for predators to exploit victims. In order to prosecute criminals in a court of law, an investigator often needs to extract evidence from a large volume of chat messages. Most of the existing search tools are keyword-based, and the search terms are provided by an investigator. The quality of the retrieved results depends on the search terms provided. Due to the large volume of chat messages and the large number of participants in public chat rooms, the process is often time-consuming and error-prone. This paper presents a topic search model to analyze archives of chat logs for segregating crime-relevant logs from others. Specifically, we propose an extension of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation-based model to extract topics, compute the contribution of authors in these topics, and study the transitions of these topics over time. In addition, we present a special model for characterizing authors-topics over time. This is crucial for investigation because it provides a view of the activity in which authors are involved in certain topics. Experiments on two real-life datasets suggest that the proposed approach can discover hidden criminal topics and the distribution of authors to these topics.
because it provides one-to-one or one-to-many instant communication and can handle video and audio calls as well. However, the widespread use of communication applications increases both legitimate and illegitimate activities. Illegitimate activities include cyber bullying, cyber drug trafficking, child pornography, and cyber sexual harassment. Traditional crimes that are conducted through the Internet pose new challenges for law enforcement agencies to prevent, detect, investigate, and prosecute perpetrators. Unfortunately, the capability of current crime-investigation software tools does not fully meet the actual needs of real-life investigations.
In many cases, an investigator seizes a suspect's computer that has an enormous amount of chat logs from, e.g., Windows Live Messenger or IRC chat rooms. The chat logs sometimes contain important information that is directly or indirectly related to the criminal activities under investigation. Figure 1a presents a general form of a chat log that contains information about criminal activities, such as Sex and Drugs.
The challenge is how to effectively and efficiently extract relevant information and evidence from a large volume of chat messages. In this paper, we propose a discovery method, in a context of chat log-topic and topic-author relations, to answer the following questions that are frequently raised by investigators: Q 1. How can an investigator determine which logs are crime-relevant? In identifying a crime-relevant log, what are the contributed topics in the log file? How have they evolved over time? Moreover, how can an investigator extract the crime-relevant topics from the identified crime-relevant log files? Q 2. Who are the contributors to a topic in a given chat log? How can an investigator track the activity of authors in a log file?
In general, we are concerned with generating Fig. 1c-f as results from our research questions. We would like to emphasize that the existing topics discovery methods [1] [2] [3] [4] cannot be directly applied to address the problem illustrated in the context of crime investigation due to the differences in characteristics of chat messages from traditional, well-structured documents [5] :
-Chat is informal and its content is not well structured. Chat often contains spoken languages with a lot of grammatical and spelling mistakes. -The contents (topics) in chat logs change frequently and implicitly over time as consequences of incoherence of message sequences. -Messages on chat logs are often short, ranging from a few words to a few lines.
-Transliteration is often used and refers to writing, words, or letters in a language written in a different alphabet or script. -Authors within these short messages use many deceptive techniques for covert communication. For example, they use emoticons to express human facial behavior that complements a text message. Moreover, the semantic of the words used within a chat log may be different from their apparent meaning; street terms are more frequently used in the context of illegitimate activities. For example, the word "snow" used in drug trafficking means cocaine.
As a result, criminal-topics extraction from log files requires special handling, and the analytical techniques widely used for mining texts of literary and historic documents may not achieve the same accuracy when applied to online documents. Furthermore, these techniques do not collect information about authors composing criminal topics.
In this paper, we introduce a method for forensics investigators to precisely capture various characteristics of chat logs. Our study focuses on the first three aforementioned differences. Although some recent papers as Banerjee and Agarwal [6] discusses the prediction of the future behavior of a large population after modeling the collective behavior from observed data using swarm intelligence during the training phase, our study focuses on the first three aforementioned differences and the last two differences will be addressed in our future work.
Our proposed method has four phases: searching crime-relevant logs, discovering crimerelevant topics from identified criminal logs, estimating the contribution of authors in the discovered topics, and representing transitions of the crime-relevant topics over time. We first identify whether or not a given chat log is crime-relevant based on the predefined criminal topics. Then, we deploy a probabilistic topic model to extract the hidden semantic from the crime-relevant chat logs. Next, the authors' contributions within the discovered topics are estimated. Finally, an evolution of topics under some specific time intervals is generated. In certain cases, investigators want to distinguish some authors from others within a period of time. This is achieved by including another phase to compute the bond relationship composed of authors-topics trends over time.
Contributions:
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: First, we present a Criminal Topic model to identify crime-relevant chat logs. Second, we propose two topic models, namely LDA-Topics over Time (LDA-TOT) and Author-Topics over Time (A-TOT) , to extract criminal topics, the distributions of authors with topics, temporal information in these topics, and author-topic relationships within a period of time. We also propose a distance measure to group authors according to their activity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we discuss the related work. In Sect. 3, we formally define the problem. In Sect. 4, we describe the background information relevant to our proposed methodology. In Sect. 5, we present our proposed method. In Sect. 6, we evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability of our proposed approach on reallife crime-related datasets. Finally, we conclude with discussion and present possible future research directions in Sect. 7.
Related work
We summarize the state of the art in the literature of topics discovery and modeling. Blei et al. [1] proposed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to extract topics and summarize a document corpus. The general idea of LDA is to generate a discrete distribution of words per topic and a discrete distribution over topics per document. Although LDA is expressive enough to reveal topics in a document, it does not provide a way of including labels in its learning procedure. Hence, LDA has been adapted in applications for topic labeling, as in [4, [7] [8] [9] . Blei et al. [7] proposed Supervised LDA (sLDA), where a label is generated from the empirical topic mixture distribution of each document. Lacoste et al. [8] proposed Discriminate variation on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (DiscLDA), where a document is related to a categorical variable or class label, and a topic mixture distribution is associated with each label. However, these models use single labeling to a document and do not provide multiple labels to each document. Multi-Multinomial LDA (MM-LDA) [9] assigns multiple labels for each document. Unfortunately, the topics learned by MM-LDA do not link directly with the label. Therefore, Ramage et al. [4] proposed the Labeled-LDA (L-LDA) model to directly associate the label set of each observed document with one topic.
Prior-LDA [10] introduces an approach to address the variations in label frequencies and the Dependency-LDA [10] extends the Prior-LDA to interpret the different dependencies between the labels.
Our way to solve topics labeling is by introducing a Criminal Topic model that includes predefined terms, with their distributions associated with each criminal topic. The discovered topics are labeled as crime-relevant whenever the distributions of these topics and topics from the Criminal-Topic model are assumed to be relevant through some distance measurement.
Several extensions of LDA models have been proposed to identify authors and the proportion of each author in a document. For example, Rosen-Zvi et al. [2] introduced an Author-Topic (AT) model, a generative model for authors and their corresponding topic distributions. In their experiments, AT seems to outperform LDA when the test documents contain few observed words. Other works have been extended further to deduce the social networks between entities in different types of documents [3, 11] . Chang et al. [11] presented a probabilistic topic model to describe the relationships between pairs of entities encoded in a collection of text documents. McCallum et al. [3] proposed a Group-Topic (GT) model to cluster entities into groups with relations between them. In their model, the discovery of groups is guided by the emerging topics and the discovery of topics is guided by emerging groups. In addition, the model is able to capture the language attributes being used within entities and this helps to assign group memberships. Their experimental results suggest that the inference of joint probability improves the performance of both groups and topics discovery. Song et al. [12] proposed a method called CommunityNet to predict the behavior of authors in receiving and sending information by analyzing the contact and content of personal communications. In our approach, we modify the AT model to accommodate the evolution of topics discovered and the proportion of authors to these topics over time.
Studying the evolution of topics over time is valuable, because it reveals different characteristics of topics and their authors. Wang et al. [13] proposed the Topics Over Time (TOT) model, a non-Markov continuous time model of topical transitions. TOT models time stamps by parameterizing a continuous beta distribution over time with each topic. They assume that the meaning of a particular topic can be relied upon as constant, but its occurrence and correlations change significantly over time. The Continuous Time Dynamic Topic Model (cDTM) [14] replaces the discrete state space model of the DTM [15] with its continuous form, called Brownian motion. The topics are modeled through a sequential collection of documents, where a topic is a pattern of word use that is expected to change over the course of the collection. Significantly, cDTM generalizes the DTM in that the only discretization it models is the resolution at which the time stamps of the documents are measured. AlSumait et al. [16] used an online version of the LDA model (OLDA), where topics are evolved through incremental updates for new data based on the current position. On the other hand, the Sequential latent Dirichlet allocation (SeqLDA) [17] captures the topic evolvements by detecting how topic distributions variate among segments, which can be a chapter, section, paragraph, or sentence. This model applies the sequential structure of each document, which is the position of each segment, that the LDA model ignores. Although this model considers the document structure in the hierarchical modeling, it does not account the time intervals in the documents. To collect the distribution of topics over time, we employed an extended combination of three models (LDA, AT, and TOT) where discretization of time slots is used, since the time intervals in a chat log are relatively short, from a few minutes to a few hours.
The topic models discussed in most of the current literature are applied to structured documents, which are quite different from chat logs. As a result, it becomes very difficult to obtain an accurate model from logs. Hong et al. [5] focused on online messages, particularly Twitter. They conducted an empirical study of different strategies to aggregate tweets, based on the existing models. In contrast, our work focuses on four major aspects: criminal-topics discovery, authors' proportions with respect to topics, evolution of topics with respect to time, and evolution of authors-topics over time.
Problem definition
In this paper, we assume the user of our method is a crime investigator who has access to a collection of chat log documents and who would like to analyze the relationship between the topics discussed and the participating authors. We formally define an abstract representation of chat log documents, user-specified criminal topics, and some basic notions of topics and authors, followed by a problem statement.
Definition 1 (Chat log document)
A chat message is a triplet (a, μ, τ ), representing a textual message μ written by author a at time τ . A chat log document, denoted by d, is a sequence of chat messages ordered by τ . Fig. 1a , Mark wrote the text message "I have candy nose. come and pick." at time [21:07] . This chat message is represented by a triplet (Mark, "I have candy nose. come and pick.", [21:07] ). The chat log document is a sequence of chat messages ordered by time.
Example 1 In
The following definition formally describes the notion of topic in a chat log document.
Definition 2 (Topics in chat log document) Let T be the universe of topics. Let D be a set of chat log documents. A chat log document d ∈ D contains a set of topics T d ⊆ T . A topic t ∈ T d is a probability distribution over a set of vocabularies V . Specifically, the probability distribution of a topic t is a collection of positive real numbers over V with sum equal to 1.
An investigator wants to identify the crime-relevant topics discussed in a chat log document and the authors participated in the discussion of the topics. Thus, the set of vocabularies V consists of V D ∪ W c , where V D is a set of distinct words in D and W c is a set of crime-related words described in the following definition. Definition 3 (Crime-relevant topic) Let C ⊆ T be a set of investigator-specified criminal topics. A criminal topic c ∈ C consists of a set of crime-related words W c . Let distance(t 1 , t 2 ) be a function that describes the dissimilarity of two topics t 1 and t 2 . A topic t is relevant to a criminal topic c if distance(t, c) ≤ γ , where γ is a threshold specified by an investigator.
Example 2
The chat log document d in Fig. 1a contains three topics T d = {topicI, topicS, topicD}. Figure 1b illustrates two investigator-specified criminal topics C = {Sex, Drugs}. Suppose γ = 0.7 and distance(topicD, Drugs) = 0.56. The topicD, discussed in d, is relevant to the criminal topic Drugs if distance(topicD, Drugs) ≤ γ . The distance function will be defined in Sect. 6.
To identify relevant criminal information from a large collection of chat log documents, an investigator first has to identify the crime-relevant documents, and then the topics' distribution with respect to authors over time. The following definitions formally capture these notions. The problems studied in this paper are formally defined as follows:
Definition 7 (Authors-Criminal topics activity over time in a chat log) Given a collection of chat log documents D, a set of criminal topics C, and a relevance threshold γ , the problems are as follows:
1. to identify all crime-relevant documents from D, 2. to identify all crime-relevant topics in each document d ∈ D with respect to C and γ , and 3. to identify the active level of crime-relevant topics, and all their associated active authors over a given time interval [τ s t , τ f t ] for each identified crime-relevant document.
Background information
Language modeling [18] , a probability distribution over word sequences, provides a sound theoretical foundation to our research problem. The procedure first builds a probabilistic 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] is an unsupervised generative probabilistic model that discovers latent semantic topics in a corpus with large collections of discrete data, such as the words in a set of documents. It is based on a "bag of words" assumption, which treats each document as a frequency of word counts, ignoring the order of appearance. In the language of probability theory, this is an assumption of "exchangeability": words are independent and identically distributed over the topics, and the topics are infinitely exchangeable throughout the document, based on some conditional parameters [1, 16] . In LDA, a document can be viewed as a random mixture of hidden variables (i.e., topics) and observed data (i.e., words). Words in a document are generated from the hidden topics and are not linked to the documents directly, but are linked via latent variables (topics) that are responsible for using a particular word in the document drawn from a specific topic distribution that the document focuses on. The generative process can be described as follows:
Since estimating θ and ϕ, which provides the proportions of topics in each document and the proportions of words to these topics, respectively, is intractable, different complex algorithms have been proposed, including variational inference [1] , expectation propagation [19] , and Gibbs sampling [20] . Gibbs sampling is a form of Markov Chain Monte Carlo, used for obtaining an approximate inference about parameters. In this model, the posterior distribution of topics over words are calculated as follows:
where n w −i ,t is the vector count of the word w being assigned to the topic t, not including current word i. n d −i ,t is the vector count of topic t being assigned to some words, not including the current word i, in a document d. After several iterations, specified by the user, the multinomial distribution of documents over topics θ and the multinomial distribution of topics over words ϕ are obtained from the posterior distribution of topics. The details for the Gibbs sampling and LDA can be found in [1, 21] , respectively.
Author-Topic (AT)
LDA discloses the underlying topics in the documents in a corpus. However, LDA does not identify authors of a document nor the association of authors to each topic in the topics of a document. As a result, Rosen-Zvi 
Formally, the procedure for generating a document starts by choosing an author x, uniformly at random, from the set of authors d for each word w i specific to the document d, and then, a topic is sampled from the distribution of topics specific to that author x. Finally, the words are sampled from the distribution of topics over words [2] . This process is continued for all words in the document. However, it is important to note that there is no topic mixture for an individual document [5] . In other words, the multinomial distribution θ d of topics, given documents, is not sampled in the AT model, unlike the LDA model.
An analogy to LDA, the Gibbs sampler for the posterior distribution of topics is as follows:
where n w −i ,t is the vector counts of the word w being assigned to the topic t, not including current word i, and n x −i ,t is the vector count of words being assigned to topic t for author a to some words, not including the current word i. More details on the AT model are found in [2] .
Proposed approach
Probabilistic topic models, such as LDA and AT, model the hidden semantic structure of a document collection without prespecifying whether a document contains a specific topic or not. Therefore, we employ language modeling for both chat log d and criminal topic c and then ask how different these two language models are from each other. The key point is to compute the probability of a language model M c generating the document d and to determine the topics of interest in a given chat log. After that, we use two extended topic models to extract topics and discover the topics related to crime in d. The insight behind proposing the two models is to capture the topics' progressive information and to extract the authors' information as it evolves over time. We begin this section by describing some of the measurements used to process the search, and then, we present our approach in detail.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
The general representation of the two language models, M d and M c , is in the form of distribution of words. In order to measure the dissimilarity between them, we employ the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence. In language models, KL is often used in clustering as a measure of (dis)similarity of some given language models. KL divergence is calculated as follows:
where d and c are two probability distributions representing a chat log and a criminal topic, respectively. When using a code based on d, KL measures the expected number of additional bits required to code samples from c [16] . In other words, it measures how bad the probability distribution M d is at modeling M c . In this paper, we compute the average of KL(
Criminal topic model
n-grams are the most commonly used natural language model. It is a probabilistic model that takes the assumption that only the previous n − 1 words, in a sequence, have any effect on the probabilities for the next word. In other word, the probability of a current word depends on the previous n-words. An n-gram model of size 1 is called a unigram model. In this model, the words for each document are drawn from a single multinomial distribution, independently. If we extend the unigram model by adding a discrete random topic c, the mixture of unigrams model is obtained [1] . We apply the mixture of unigrams model to explore a chat log and its relation to criminal activities. Throughout this paper, we use Criminal Topic (CT) to refer to the mixture of unigrams model. Under this model, a single topic c generates N words. We assume that the topic c and the words w are observable in the CT model. The key point of developing this model is the assumption of exhibiting several criminal topics for any detained chat logs, and each of these topics is composed of its own distribution of words. Therefore, comparing the topics distributions in d with c indicates the relevance of d to crime. The words are drawn from a single topic distribution: where ϕ is the distribution of words under c. It describes the probability of each word w conditioned on c. ϕ c is calculated as follows:
Using the CT model, in Fig. 2 , KL is applied to estimate the distance between d and c in order to distinguish crime-relevant logs from others. In addition, it is also applied to compute the distance between discovered criminal topics and c after the two extended models described in the next subsections have generated topics from d.
5.3
Mining for crime-relevant chat logs, topics, and topics over time using LDA-TOT Topic discovery is influenced not only by the occurrence of words and their frequencies, but also by the time stamp associated with each word in a chat log. The transition of topics over time in a given chat log can be estimated by introducing an observable variable t into the standard LDA model. Various models have been proposed to illustrate the transition of topics over time, such as the TOT model [13] . Nonetheless, we depict LDA-Topics over Time (LDA-TOT) model, in Fig. 3 , that identifies topics and their evolution over time. The primary difference between this model and TOT is the use of discrete intervals of time instead of continuous time, as in TOT. Time intervals in a chat log are relatively short, ranging from a few minutes to a few hours. Therefore, we employ discrete time intervals in this model. Moreover, it is easy to include discretization of time, for learning and computation purposes, in order to generate the topics' distribution over time (η), rather than using continuous beta distribution. The generative process for LDA-TOT is described as follows:
For each topic t, choose |T | multinomials ϕ t ∼ Dirichlet prior β ; 3. For each word w di in each document d, in the corpus:
In the above procedure, the posterior distribution of topics depends on both word and time. We use Gibbs sampling to estimate the approximate inference, as done for both LDA and AT. We begin deriving with the joint distribution P(w, τ, z|λ, α, β).
Using the chain rule, we obtain the conditional distribution P(
where n w −i ,t and n d −i ,t are the same as in the LDA model. n τ −i ,t is the vector counts of the word w being assigned to the topic t under time interval τ , not including current word i. Now, we provide an algorithm to classify crime-relevant chat logs and to extract the underlying crime-relevant topics in these logs. We emphasize that this algorithm searches for a particular criminal topic in a chat log. An overview of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The process starts by employing the CT model to estimate ϕ for a single topic c (Line 2). This is the learning process for the CT model. It is common for a criminal topic c to contain a set of words W c that might not be included in the pre-existing vocabulary set V D . Therefore, we combine the words W c in a criminal topic with the existing V D words (Line 3).
It is important to emphasize that CT model is employed to collect the distribution of certain topics, such as sex and drugs. Although the Twitter-LDA model [22] integrates background topic into the model, we apply the CT model separately from the overall LDA-TOT and A-TOT models for computation purposes.
Next, the distance between a chat log d and the criminal topic c is calculated using KL divergence (Line 4), under the same vocabulary used for both c and d. At this point, the distribution of words ϕ for d is computed using the similar formula to the Eq. 5. The results obtained from KL might or might not pass the user-specified threshold . In case the distance measurement KL is lower than or equal to (Line 5), the algorithm proceeds to the subsequent steps (Line 6-13); otherwise, it terminates (Line 14). Then, LDA-TOT is applied to extract crime-relevant topics in a chat log, where all words in d are randomly assigned to topics (Line 6).
The iteration process starts by employing collapsed Gibbs sampling parameter estimation with number of loops to estimate the hidden topic structure of unseen chat logs (Line 8).
Next, the KL distance between each topic t and the provided c is computed (Line 9-11). Finally, when a topic t passes the threshold γ (Line 12) and the user's termination criteria ζ supports (Line 13), the algorithm terminates. The outputs are the three distributions (θ, ϕ, η); these are further analyzed in the experimental section (Sect. 6), using other evaluation measures to evaluate the performance of the proposed procedure.
Algorithm 1
Mining for crime-relevant chat logs, topics, and topics over time using LDA-TOT
Initialize randomly for all words w N i in a chat log d to topics z
for t = 1 to |T | do 10:
σ
end for 12: L = GetLowest(σ Fig. 4 . This model is an extension combined from both models, AT and TOT. The aim of this unsupervised learning model is to achieve topics extraction, authors-topics distribution, and authors-topics distribution over time.
The generative process for A-TOT, which corresponds to the Gibbs sampling for estimating the parameters, is as follows:
1. For each author a, choose A multinomials ϑ a ∼ Dirichlet priorᾱ ; 2. For each topic t, choose |T | multinomials ϕ t ∼ Dirichlet prior β ; 3. For each word w di in each document d, in the corpus: Formally, the set of authors d in a chat log d is observed. The procedure begins by choosing an author x, randomly at uniform, from the set of authors d . Afterward, the multinomial distribution ϑ a , from the Dirichlet distributionᾱ, is picked, and this distribution determines which topics are most likely to be assigned to the author x in a chat log d. Next, a single topic z i = t is sampled for each ith word (w i ) in d, from the multinomial distribution ϑ a associated with the author x for that word. In general, we assume the ith word (w i ) in d is written by x for the topic z i = t. Finally, in order to generate a word, the model chooses a word w i , from the vocabulary of V words, based on the multinomial distribution ϕ z , and assigns a single time stamp τ i from η z to w i . ϕ z is generated from the Dirichlet distribution β for each topic t.
From the procedure, A-TOT depends on both word and time for generating topics. A topic in this model is sampled from the distribution of topics specific to author x, and the words are sampled from the distribution of words over topics. The distribution of words over topics v∈V ϕ v,t = 1 is the same for both models, LDA-TOT and A-TOT. As for A-TOT, the distribution of topics over authors t∈T ϑ a,t = 1. Like LDA-TOT, η z is a multinomial distribution for each word token w i over time stamp τ i , under a topic z.
The joint distribution P(w, τ, x, z|A, λ, α, β) for A-TOT model is as follows:
A, λ,ᾱ, β) uses the Gibbs sampling and is obtained using chain rule:
where n τ −i ,t is number of the word w being assigned to the topic t under time interval τ , not including current word i. The algorithm is similar to the previous one, and it searches for the crime-relevant logs, extracts topics with authors, and collects the authors' distributions over time intervals within the discovered topics using A-TOT instead of LDA-TOT. The outputs are in the form of three distributions (ϑ, ϕ, η).
Empirical study
In this section, we perform an empirical study on the two research questions addressed in Sect. 1 and provide the results with extensive details.
Data preparation
The chat logs used in the experiment are obtained from a website called perverted-justice.com and IRC logs. Perverted-Justice. This dataset consists of chat logs from various instant messages, e.g., Yahoo! and AOL, containing information about adults who seek online sexual conversations with others who are posing as children or underage teenagers (pseudo-victims). The dataset contains 250 log files and 500 authors [23] . We use only the time intervals associated with messages in these chat logs, without considering the exact date and time. IRC. This dataset is collected from various IRC channels by running a mIRC application for about 10 days. The dataset contains 170 authors and 50 log files with a total of 4,086 word tokens. There are 5 categories classified in multiple topics. Each message in the chat logs has a time stamp that is determined by the date and time intervals. As in the previous dataset, we use only the time intervals and ignore the date.
For both datasets, we first remove all links from the messages, stop words, numbers, and non-English letters. The words are downcased and stemmed to their root source, using porter stemmer. However, words that rarely appear in a chat log are not removed, because the chat log differs from the structured documents and the words might be of value to the results. The results from the preprocessing step for both datasets consist of 620 authors and a total of 31,952 word tokens. Some statistics of the two datasets after preprocessing are summarized in Table 2 . The sizes of the two datasets are comparable to the size of datasets in real-life cases. The F-Measure computes the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall for a model.
where π ∈ [0, ∞]. In this paper, we use π = 2, which weighs recall higher than precision, and π = 1, which gives an equal weight for measures, recall, and precision. In addition to KL divergence, Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is applied as a distance function. The NMI measures the contribution of the presence/absence of a term for making the correct classification decision on c. In our application, it measures the mutual dependence of t and the given c.
where I ( t , C c ) refers to mutual information between the relevant topic t and a given criminal topic c. H stands for entropy [18] . NMI is always a number between 0 and 1, implying the two topics are independent or a complete match, respectively. As for the other settings, we do not estimate the hyper parameters α, β, and λ; instead, they are fixed at α = 1, β = 0.01, and λ = 0.01, respectively. The number of topics T is also fixed at |T | = 5 for both models.
The dataset perverted-justice contains explicit sex-related dialog, which is considered to be a crime-relevant topic. Table 3 shows the top 20 extracted Crime-related words using CT. To compute the ϕ distribution of topic c, where c is only sex related, we train the CT model with 200 chat logs from perverted-justice, and we keep 50 logs from perverted-justice and the other 50 from IRC for testing the outcomes from LDA-TOT and A-TOT. The objective of the test is to evaluate the effectiveness of using the proposed models to identify the crimerelevant, specifically the sex-related, chat logs. The chat logs are renamed d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , . . . and  authors are renamed a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . instead of using their true names due to privacy concerns.
We note that c could be any criminal topic and it is not fixed in its size. For the purpose of computing the likelihood of a language model M c in generating the document d and to evaluate how different two probability distributions, c and d, are under different sizes of c, we use two sets of c, one containing 30 words and the other 50 words. In the experiments, we highlight different characteristics of the extracted topics and their transitions regarding the two sets of c. We also notice that some chat logs can be fully labeled as crime-relevant by providing only small set of terms in c. The experiments are executed on a PC running Windows 7 (32-bit) with Intel 2.13 GHz (2 CPUs) and 2 GB memory. We run the application several times at a fixed number of 2,000 iterations and record the outcomes each time in terms of KL(t i,d , c), NMI(t i,d , c), ϑ a , and θ d .
Scenario
In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms by performing an in-depth case study on the two aforementioned datasets to answer the two research questions. These two research questions elaborate on Definition 7, in Sect. 3. The resulting distributions (θ, ϑ, ϕ, η) from LDA-TOT and A-TOT models are further analyzed to capture various characteristics of topics, authors, topics evolutions over time, and authors-topics over time intervals. Q 1 How can an investigator determine which logs are crime-relevant? In identifying a crime-relevant log, what are the contributed topics in the log file? How have they evolved over time? Moreover, how can an investigator extract the crime-relevant topics from the identified crime-relevant log files?
To answer this question, we apply the mining algorithm, using LDA-TOT to extract the crime-relevant topics, one chat log at a time. We select several logs randomly and record the similarities among these logs. Next, we adopt two expected cases, based on the results from
For estimating the value of , we use the following equation:
The equation describes the average KL divergence between d and c of all the trained documents, and the result is multiplied by . Supplementing , which is a user's threshold, in the equation adds some flexibility in controlling the average values and it avoids some extreme scores that might occur during the average computation process. For the γ value, we adopt the similar equation: From the training samples, we obtain the values = 3.3109 and γ = 2.0977, as an average over all the trained documents, for = 0.5 and we use these settings for describing the two cases on 4 selected chat logs as below: Table 4 , it is clear that 3 chat logs {d 1 , d 3 , d 4 } follow this case, and they are related to crime. We remind the reader again that topic c is sex related. LDA-TOT generates 5 topics from each of these 3 chat logs, and the crime-relevant topics are shown in Table 6 . Not surprisingly, the top 10 relevant words, with high probabilities, provide sufficient information to classify these topics as crime-relevant, and the measurements from KL and NMI support our prospects as well. The θ t d distributions (between the round brackets) for these topics are above 0.2, which represents about one-fifth of the logs. This computation is far more essential because it distinguishes the crime-relevant chat logs from others, and the importance of θ d is well demonstrated in case 2. Probabilistic topic models, such as LDA-TOT, are based on the concept of generating topics randomly; each time it extracts topics with different probability distributions. Therefore, the results obtained from KL and NMI between discovered topics and c are not necessarily monotonic. Nevertheless, the algorithm discovers crime-relevant chat logs if they exist in a collection of data texts and it terminates if ζ is satisfied.
Case 1 (KL(d, c) ≤ ) From Definition 4, the document d is crime-relevant under this case. Based on the results from KL between d and c, as shown in
Furthermore, the NMI of topic t 0,d 4 should obtain better results because KL(d 4 , c) = 2.9729 clearly indicates that d 4 is more proximate to be classified as a crime-relevant log than the other chat logs shown in Table 4 . After 4,000 iterations, we found KL(t 3,d 4 , c) = 1.5944 and NMI of this topic is t 3,d 4 = 0.3564. (KL(d, c) > ) This case occurs whenever a chat log does not satisfy the userspecified threshold . From Table 4 , the only chat log that falls under this category is d 2 . Obviously, t 3,d 2 (|c| = 30) for this chat log does not contain the expected words for it to be classified as crime-relevant.
Case 2
We observe an interesting result from KL(t 3,d 2 , c), and it satisfies the user-specified threshold γ . In general, KL measures the distance between the two models (t and c). This is achieved by comparing the probability of the shared words in both topics c and t 3,d 2 . We do not consider fixed vocabulary in the comparison, rather we depend on the mutual words. Suppose the unique words for both |c| = 30 and |t 1 | = 500. If the two models have joint words, with similar probability, then the KL distance for both models is similar. Consequently, the result from KL(t 3,d 2 , c) fits with the threshold γ .
On the other hand, the θ One might ask whether the condition KL(t i,d , c) = 0 applies for both cases. This might occur, but it does not necessarily mean that a topic is crime-relevant, and case 2 sheds some light on it. A topic t is considered to be crime-relevant whenever the two conditions hold:
When we alter the size of c by increasing the number of criminal terms to 50, the results from KL(t i,d , c) and NMI are improved, as observed in Table 5 . The top 10 words in Table 6 include new crime-relevant terms that were not observed when |c| = 30. This is not a coincidence, since the words used in c are drawn from the two datasets. In general, increasing the size of c gives better predictions about the distance between discovered topics and c.
In addition to topics extraction, the LDA-TOT is able to predict the time associated with each message in a chat log. Figure 5 includes the fluctuations of relevant topics from 4 chat logs when |c| = 30. The characteristics of the transitions can be classified through the transition function (t) τ f τ s as active and not active. In many cases, the activity of topics is provided by investigators to assist them in analyzing different rise and falls of topics. Therefore, we define the transition function as follows:
τ s indicates the activity of t. We found the best results are obtained when an average of θ d over the three highest topics is considered for estimating the user-specified threshold. For instance, when setting the user-specified threshold to 0.2143, as an average of θ d 1 over 3 topics, the topic t 3 Table 8 Cosine similarities between pairs of the resulting V dimensional vectors for 
We conclude that a crime-relevant chat log d can be recognized through K L(d, c), and the crime-relevant topics are determined by three factors: θ t d , KL(d, c), and KL(t i,d , c). The characteristics of the relevant topics are studied through NMI, and the high probability of NMI means obtaining a better quality of discovered topics. In addition, the evolution of topics is demonstrated through the transition function (t) τ f τ s , in terms of active or not active, in the given time intervals associated with each message in logs.
To further demonstrate our process for segregating crime-relevant documents, we use the cosine similarity to measure document similarity:
where To compute vector q c , we apply Eq. 5 to determine the weighted value for each criminal term during the learning phase over V instead of W c on the training samples. For q d i , we use the same Eq. 5 to calculate the weighted value for each word in d i over V dimensions. Table 7 quantifies the similarity scores between each of the 4 chat logs and c for each word in V . We observe that document d 2 differs from d 1 , d 3 , and d 4 in its similarity value. Furthermore, Table 8 shows the cosine similarities between pairs of the resulting V dimensional vectors for 4 chat logs. A cosine computation between documents d 1 , d 3 , and d 4 shows that they are similar, but d 2 is different from other chat logs. If 0.75 is chosen to be the splitting point in classifying crime-related documents, we obtain similar conclusions with KL(d 2 , c) value from Table 4 . Since this value does not satisfy the user-specified threshold = 3.3109, d 2 is not crime-relevant. Q 2 Who are the contributors to a topic in a given chat log? How can an investigator track the activity of authors in a log file?
We divide this question into two parts. First, we determine the proportions of each author contributing in each of the extracted topics. Second, we explore the impacts of the authors throughout the time intervals on the extracted topics. This time, we employ the mining algorithm, using a A-TOT model to study the two parts of the question. The two users' threshold and γ are empirically set to 3.3109 and 2.0977, respectively. A-TOT implementation is slightly different from the proposed one because we are concerned with collecting information related to θ d and ϑ a distributions. We apply the same 4 chat logs that explore the first research question. From each of these chat logs, A-TOT generates 5 topics with authors associated with each. The θ d distribution for the crimerelevant topics, from the 4 chat logs, is displayed (between the round brackets) in Table 10 . We observe similar results when comparing the distribution θ d , from Tables 6 and 10 , for both models, LDA-TOT and A-TOT. However, the comparison between A-TOT and LDA-TOT is not addressed in this paper. The generated ϑ t a distribution using A-TOT is shown in Table 10 . The top 3 authors with the highest probabilities for each of the crime-relevant topics in each of the 4 chat logs are displayed. For example, author a 1 in d 3 has a probability of 0.2000 for topic t 1 , which outlines the contribution of a 1 out of all authors to the crime-relevant topic t 1 when |c| = 30.
Though ϑ t a distribution assists investigators to identify the plausible authors in the crimerelevant topics, it does not provide the contributions and activity of each author during specific time intervals within topics. From Definition 1, time τ d is associated with both message μ d and author a d . Hence, for the second part of the question, we keep tracking the times since the messages were composed. Following up, we characterize the contributions of authors during time interval [τ s , τ f ] by: First, we determine the user-specified threshold, which is 0.1940 as an average of ϑ t 4 . Next, the mapping function is calculated for all authors. For simplicity, let us pick an author a 3 and time instance s = 16:00. Then, we compute the mapping function, which is P(a 3,τ 16:00 |t 4 ) = 0.0584. Afterward, the total probability of a 3 is estimated by computing Similarly to LDA-TOT, when we increase the size of c, the probability of authors-topics is different in the context of crime-relevant topics. For example, from Table 10 , the probability of author a 1 in t 2,d 1 when |c| = 30 is 0.3117, unlike 0.1824 when |c| = 50. The NMI for the discovered crime-relevant topics, shown in Table 9 , are improved and new words are obtained, as explored in Table 10 . Hence, we determine that the NMI value of topics quantifies the best obtained results. Note, the criminal words used in c are collected from the two datasets. For the purpose of estimating the precision and recall values regarding our mining algorithm, we compose randomly 100 chat logs as a combination of both aftermentioned datasets, perverted-justice and IRC, with minimum of 1,500 word tokens per log file. In Table 11 , we list the mode values of precision, recall, F 1 , and F 2 measures for the two models previously described, LDA-TOT and A-TOT, after running the algorithm 10 times for 200 chat logs, 100 logs from the combination process and the other 100 are test logs that is described in Sect. 6.2. Both models found all the truth-relevant chat logs, achieving recall values of 1.0 for the two conditions (|c| = 30 and |c| = 50). For precision, there are 30 incorrect logs being retrieved for |c| = 30 and 22 logs for |c| = 50R; therefore, the values are 0.8235 and 0.8642, respectively. The worst precision is 0.7910 and the best is 0.8485 for |c| = 30 while running the algorithm 10 times. Similarly, for |c| = 50, the worst precision is 0.8434 and the best is 0.8861.
The different precision values with the two different sizes of c can be explained through KL(d, c). Using fewer terms in c increases the KL(d, c) value and thus decreases the precision; vice versa is also true. The calculated results seem to be subjective. This is because the datasets are not large enough, and we expect precision to be low whenever the size of terms provided in c is small in a huge collection of data.
Comparison with LDA and AT models
In this section, we compare our models with LDA and AT. We apply the same algorithm with LDA and AT and the same settings of parameters = 3.3109 and γ = 2.0977 for = 0. Tables 14 and 15 . Both models, LDA and AT, are able to discover crime words in the extracted topics and somehow similar to the results obtained using LDA-TOT and A-TOT in Tables 6 and 10 . By manual checking, we observe that LDA-TOT and A-TOT models extract θ and ϑ in which is better than the topics discovered using LDA and AT. Furthermore, the authors' distribution over topics in A-TOT is much better comparing with AT. The reason is that words in chatlogs are associated with time intervals and both models, LDA-TOT and A-TOT, embed this feature into the computation process unlike LDA and AT models. Although LDA and AT discovers similar topics distribution, the LDA-TOT and A-TOT models are still very useful for two factors: one, utilizing the topics over time and second, employing the authors-topics over time. In addition to the previous qualitative evaluating of our models, we estimate the power of LDA-TOT and A-TOT models by computing the perplexity of these models and comparing them with LDA and AT models. Perplexity is a standard measurement in document modeling that is used to measure the ability of a model to predict unseen data. Thus, the goal is to obtain high likelihood on a held-out test set. In other words, our objective is to evaluate the predictive power of the model in unseen data. A lower perplexity score indicates the higher the likelihood, and a better generalization performance can be achieved. For AT and A-TOT, we do not explore the range of perplexity scores that these models assign to test sets from specific authors [2] . Formally, the perplexity for a set of test documents D test is defined as
We train LDA, AT, LDA-TOT and A-TOT models on a set of 200 logs from pervertedjustice while holding 100 logs, 50 logs from perverted-justice, and the other 50 from IRC, for computing and comparing the perplexity of the after-mentioned models. Figure 8 depicts the average runtime in minutes for LDA, AT, LDA-TOT, and A-TOT models on the training samples. It clearly shows that the LDA and LDA-TOT outperform the AT and A-TOT models. Figure 9 shows the average perplexity results for multiple numbers of the topics varying from 3 to 25.
As can be seen, the A-TOT model achieves a significant improvement on the generalization performance in test set with respect to LDA, AT, and LDA-TOT models. By utilizing authors and time intervals into the A-TOT model, A-TOT has the lowest perplexity among the other models and over multiple numbers of topics. That is, A-TOT is a better model by assigning higher likelihood to held-out documents than LDA, AT, and LDA-TOT. Intuitively, all the four models have lower perplexity when |T | = 5 and higher elsewhere. Furthermore, the perplexity escalates when |T | > 5 for all of the models in Fig. 9 . This can be justified by manually analyzing the test datasets, and we observe that the number of topics barely exceeds 5 to 6 topics, and therefore, the perplexity is high and this is the reason behind choosing |T | = 5 in our experiments. It is possible to further lower the perplexity of LDA-TOT and A-TOT by computing the time intervals in per word perplexity. But we do not conduct this direction because we focus on the illustrative part in our perplexity experiments and not necessarily conclusive. Finally, we note that the main focus for developing these two models is to reduce the computation and to capture temporal information, whether as topics over time, as LDA-TOT, or as authors-topics over time, as A-TOT, in addition to covering the first three differences in Sect. 1. 
Conclusions and lessons learned
We propose an effective method to extract information from collections of documents. The collected information includes authors, topics, topics time-trends, and authors-topics over time. We sought to study chat logs, in different granularity, to identify and segregate crimerelevant logs and topics associated with these logs. Next, we studied the concept of evolution of topics over time in order to explore the temporal information in these topics. We went a step further by exploring the activity of authors within these topics, which represents the evolution of authors-topics over time. In an attempt to build our proposed method, we developed two models, LDA-TOT and A-TOT, with multiple modality attributes influenced by three past models, LDA, AT, and TOT. As for evolution, we used discretization of time to capture different fluctuations of topics over discrete time stamps, instead of using continuous time as does the TOT model. We conducted extensive empirical study of the proposed models by applying results on two real-life datasets, and we demonstrated that our approach can identify crime-relevant topics. Furthermore, based on topics expressed in a log and the activity of the authors, the system is capable of determining the most plausible authors.
Despite the advantages, probabilistic models, ours and in general, suffer from several shortcomings. We list the major limitations when applied to chat logs: -Document size. Due to the short size of chat logs in general, it was hard to obtain the best mixture of topics θ d and the authors-topics distribution ϑ a when conducting experiments, and we applied the two algorithms for 10 times and captured the outcomes each times, and the displayed results are randomly selected. Therefore, we deduce that the accuracy of the extracted topics depends on the size of the chat logs. Although several works, such as [5] , deal with short text environments (microblogging), such as Twitter, none of them define a proper method for dealing with texts in chat logs. -Input processing. In many cases, we observe that depending on the "bag of words" assumption might not infer a true topic in a chat log. For example, if a chat log is related to a drug topic and drug-related terms occur a few times, the model might generate topics not related to drugs. Additionally, none of these models care much about the words processing. These words might contain a lot of noise, ambiguity, and even imprecision. -Users' thresholds. We used several thresholds in our experiments, such as the number of topics (|T |). Though Teh et al. [24] proposed a Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes model that automatically infers the number of topics among the documents, other thresholds as (a t d ) τ f τ s , which lies outside the A-TOT model, are not automatically defined. Nonetheless, our choices are somewhat subjective, as there is no standard way to determine the optimal values.
These limitations motivate us to consider additional future research directions to address the limitations.
Finally, we would like to share our collaborative experience with the law enforcement sector. Criminal data are complex, often a combination of relational data, transaction data, and textual data. So far, our project focuses only on the textual data, but we notice that there is a pressing need for more crime data mining methods for heterogeneous types of data. Besides the technical issue, it is equally important to educate law enforcement management and frontline officers about the latest data mining technology. When management encounters a case that involves a large volume of digital data, the initial response is to allocate more team members to the case. In fact, alternative techniques are available that can significantly speed up the investigation process, such as the topic modeling technique presented in this paper.
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